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Phase-field model of domain structures in ferroelectric thin films
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A phase-field model for predicting the coherent microstructure evolution in constrained thin films is
developed. It employs an analytical elastic solution derived for a constrained film with arbitrary
eigenstrain distributions. The domain structure evolution during a cubic→tetragonal proper
ferroelectric phase transition is studied. It is shown that the model is able to simultaneously predict
the effects of substrate constraint and temperature on the volume fractions of domain variants,
domain-wall orientations, domain shapes, and their temporal evolution. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1377855#
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A common feature for ferroelectric materials is the fo
mation of domain structures when a paraelectric phas
cooled through the ferroelectric transition temperature ca
the Curie temperature.1 The crystallography and thermody
namics of domain structures in bulk systems have been
tensively studied and reasonably well understood.2 The situ-
ation can be dramatically different in ferroelectric thin film
The existence of a free surface and substrate constrain
stroys the macroscopic symmetry of the system and can
nificantly affect the relative volume fractions of domai
with different orientations and the Curie temperature. R
cently, a number of theoretical models have been propo
which allow the construction of domain stability maps
volume fractions of domains as a function of lattice m
match with substrate and/or temperature.3–6 However, due to
the analytical nature of the theoretical models, they are
cused on the thermodynamics. Moreover, a given dom
structure with a particular domain wall orientation has to
assumed asa priori in order to determine the volume frac
tions of domains that minimize the total free energy a
given temperature and substrate constraint.

The main purpose of this letter is to describe a pha
field approach developed for predicting the domain str
tures in constrained ferroelectric thin films. It does not ma
any a priori assumptions with regard to the possible dom
structures that might appear under a given temperature
substrate constraint. It is able to predict not only the effec
substrate constraint on phase transition temperatures an
volume fractions of orientation domains, but also the deta
domain structures and their temporal evolution during
ferroelectric transition. Although similar approaches ha
been applied to ferroelectric domain evolution in bulk sing
crystals,7–9 the presence of a stress-free surface and lat
constraint by the substrate requires an efficient elastic s
tion for a constrained three-dimensional~3D! film.

We consider a cubic thin film grown heteroepitaxially o
a cubic substrate. The film undergoes a cubic-to-tetrago
ferroelectric phase transition below the Curie temperatu
For a proper transition, the polarization vectorP5(P1 ,P2,
P3) is the primary order parameter and the temporal dom
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structure evolution is described by the time-depend
Ginzburg–Landau~TDGL! equations7–9

]Pi~x,t !

]t
52L

dF

dPi~x,t !
, i 51,2,3, ~1!

whereL is the kinetic coefficient related to the domain wa
mobility andF is the total free energy of the system. In th
work, we ignore any possible surface and interface contri
tions to the free energy as discussed in Refs. 10 and 11
assume that the surface of the film is compensated with
charge carriers so the depolarization energy is neglected

We assume the bulk thermodynamics is characterized
the Landau free energy density expansion,12

f L~Pi !5a1~P1
21P2

21P3
2!1a11~P1

41P2
41P3

4!1a12~P1
2P2

2

1P2
2P3

21P1
2P3

2!1a111~P1
61P2

61P3
6!

1a112@P1
4~P2

21P3
2!1P2

4~P1
21P3

2!1P3
4~P1

21P2
2!#

1a123~P1
2P2

2P3
2!, ~2!

wherea1 ,a11,a12,a111a112, anda123 are the expansion co
efficients. The contribution of domain walls to the total fre
energy is introduced through gradients of the polarizat
field. For a cubic system,

f G~Pi , j !5 1
2 G11~P1,1

2 1P2,2
2 1P3,3

2 !1G12~P1,1P2,21P2,2P3,3

1P1,1P3,3!1 1
2 G44@~P1,21P2,1!

21~P2,31P3,2!
2

1~P1,31P3,1!
2#1 1

2 G448 @~P1,22P2,1!
2

1~P2,32P3,2!
21~P1,32P3,1!

2#, ~3!

whereGi j are gradient energy coefficients. In this letter,
comma in a subscript stands for spatial differentiation,
example,Pi , j5]Pi /]xj . Since the ferroelectric transition in
volves a structural change, strain appears as a secondar
der parameter. The stress-free strain caused by the pola
tion field is given by12

e11
0 5Q11P1

21Q12~P2
21P3

2!, e23
0 5Q44P2 P3 ,

e22
0 5Q11P2

21Q12~P1
21P3

2!, e13
0 5Q44P1P3 , ~4!

e33
0 5Q11P3

21Q12~P1
21P2

2!, e12
0 5Q44P1P2 ,
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whereQi j are the electrostrictive coefficients. If we assum
that the interfaces developed during a ferroelectric ph
transition as well as the interface between the film and
substrate are coherent, elastic strainsei j and thus elastic
strain energyf E will be generated during the phase tran
tion,

f E5 1
2 ci jkl ei j ekl5

1
2 ci jkl ~e i j 2e i j

0 !~ekl2ekl
0 !

[ f E~Pi ,e i j !, ~5!

hereci jkl is the elastic stiffness tensor ande i j 5ei j 1e i j
0 are

the total strains. The summation convention for the repea
indices is employed and (i , j ,k,l ,51,2,3).

The total free energy of the film is thenF5*V@ f L(Pi)
1 f G(Pi , j )1 f E(Pi ,e i j )#d3x, whereV is the volume of the
film. In this model, although both the polarization and stra
fields appear as order parameters, one may assume tha
mechanical relaxation of an elastic field is faster than tha
a polarization field. Consequently, during a ferroelectric tr
sition, one can assume that the system reaches its mecha
equilibrium instantaneously for a given polarization field d
tribution.

Mechanical equilibrium is satisfied whens i j , j50, where
s i j are the stress components in the film and are given
s i j 5ci jkl ekl5ci jkl (ekl2ekl

0 ). The mechanical boundary con
dition for the film is such that its top surface is stress fr

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of a thin film coherently constrained by
substrate.

FIG. 2. Domain stability map: domain configuration as a function of s
strate constraint and temperature. The two inserts are two-dimensional
section cuts of the corresponding 3D domain structures obtained from
computer simulations.
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i.e., s i3ux35hf
50, wherehf is the film thickness~see Fig. 1!,

while the bottom surface is coherently constrained. We se
rate the total strain into a sum of a homogeneous strain a
heterogeneous strain, i.e.,e i j (x)5 ē i j 1h i j (x). Consequently,
s i j (x)5s̄ i j 1si j (x) with s̄ i j 5ci jkl ēkl ,si j (x)5ci jkl @hkl(x)
2ekl

0 (x)#. Let ēab , ~a,b51,2! represent the macroscop
shape deformation along the film plane, we ha
*Vhab(x)d3x50, ~a,b51,2!. The other three component
ē i3 meet the requirement thats̄ i35ci3klēkl50.

To solve the heterogeneous strainh i j , we introduce a set
of displacementui(x) throughh i j 5

1
2(ui , j1uj ,i). The equa-

tions of mechanical equilibrium can be rewritten as

ci jkl uk,l j 5ci jkl ekl, j
0 , ~6!

with the boundary condition on the top surface changed

ci3kl~uk,l2ekl
0 !ux35hf

50. ~7!

Since the elastic perturbation in the substrate disappear
away from the film–substrate interface, one can define
other boundary condition, i.e.,

ui ux352hs
50, ~8!

wherehs is the distance from the interface into the substra
beyond which the elastic deformation can be ignored~see
Fig. 1!. In this work, the elastic properties of the film and th
substrate are taken to be homogeneous. Equations~6!–~8!
were solved by combining a solution for a 3D full spac
subject to the body forcef i5ci jkl ekl, j

0 , and a solution for an
infinite plate of thicknesshf1hs without body force. The
details will be given in a future article.

We use lead titanate (PbTiO3) thin film as an example
for our numerical simulations. We solved the TDGL Eq.~1!
employing the semi-implicit Fourier-spectral method.13 The
material constants for the Landau free energy and the e
trostrictive coefficients can be found in Refs. 14 and 1
a153.8(T2479)3105, a11527.33107, a1257.53108,

-
oss
he

FIG. 3. A predicted domain structure consisting of onlya1 anda2 domains.

FIG. 4. 3D representation ofa1 anda2 domains for the case with about 65%
c domains.
P license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Volume fraction ofc domains,Vc , as a function ofē.

ē 20.012 20.008 20.006 20.004 20.02 0.0 0.002 0.006 0.012

Vc 1.0 0.97 0.901 0.832 0.751 0.646 0.539 0.261 0.0
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a11152.63108, a11256.13108, a123523.73109, Q11

50.089,Q12520.026, andQ4450.03375, ub Si units and i
temperatureT in °C. The elastic properties are assumed to
isotropic. The elastic shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio
taken asm50.476231011 m22N andn50.312. In the com-
puter simulations, we defined reduced units following Ref
In the reduced units, the gradient energy coefficients
G11/G11050.6,G12/G11050.0, and G44/G1105G448 /G110

50.3. We employed 1283128336 discrete grid points and
periodic boundary conditions are applied along thex1 andy2

axes. The grid spacing in real space is chosen to beDx1/ l 0

5Dx2/ l 051.0 and Dx3/ l 050.5, where l 05AG110/a0

and a05ua1uT525 °C. Based on recent experiment
measurements,16,17 G110 is about 0.9– 6.8(310210

C22m4N), which corresponds to a 90° domain-wall energy
0.04–0.12 (Nm21) and the length scalel 050.7– 2.0~nm!.
With these values, the domain wall width in our simulatio
is about 1.1–4.0~nm!, which agree well with experimenta
measurements.17 The time step for integration isDt/t0

50.03, wheret051/(a0L).
The effect of substrate constraint and temperature on

domain volume fractions is summarized in the domain s
bility map ~Fig. 2!. The effect of the substrate is controlle
by changing the macroscopic average strainēab . We con-
sider the simple case of a cubic substrate with the@001#
orientation, and henceē115 ē225 ē and ē1250. We choose a
value of hs512Dx350.6hf , beyond which our simulations
showed little changes in the results.18 Depending on the sub
strate constraint and temperature, the low temperature fe
electric state may possess one of the three possible do
configurations. We usea1 anda2 to label the domains with
their tetragonal axes along the film plane andc to label; the
domains with its tetragonal axis perpendicular to the fi
surface. Under a large compressive substrate constraint
equilibrium domain configuration is a singlec domain with
180° domain walls. On the other hand, for a large ten
substrate constraint,a1 and a2 domains dominate. An ex
ample of a domain structure forē50.02 at T525°C is
shown in Fig. 3 in which onlya1 anda2 domains exist. In
Fig. 3, only the domain walls are shown and thea1 domains
anda2 domains are not distinguished. Essentially all the d
main walls are perpendicular to the film surface and alo
the @110# or @11̄0# directions. The domain structures with
moderate compressive or very small tensile stress are
matically different from that in Fig. 3. An example of a do
main structure obtained for the case ofē50.0 atT525°C is
shown in Fig. 4. The volume fraction ofc domains is roughly
0.65. Thea1 and a2 domains are plates aligning about 4
from the substrate~the c domains are not shown in Fig. 4!.
The a1- and a2-domain orientation and shapes predict
from the simulations agree very well with existing expe
r 2007 to 128.118.88.141. Redistribution subject to AI
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mental observations19,20 for a compressive substrate co
straint. At T525 °C, the volume fraction ofc domains,Vc ,
as a function of mismatch strain is given in Table I. It
shown that the substrate constraint can dramatically alter
volume fractions of different orientation domains. The vo
ume fraction ofc domains decreases as the magnitude oē
increases and there are noc domains whenē50.012 or larger
~also see Fig. 2!.

It should be emphasized that although the domain sta
ity map shown in Fig. 2 is similar to that obtained from
thermodynamic analysis,6 there are two important differ-
ences. First, the approach presented here does not re
any a priori assumption on the possible domain wall orie
tations for predicting the domain stability map. All the da
points shown in Fig. 2 were obtained by starting from
initial paraelectric state. As a result, thea1 /a2 domain con-
figurations under a large tensile substrate constraint were
tomatically predicted using the proposed approach whe
in the thermodynamic analysis, a domain configuration c
sisting of a rhombohedral phase and a tetragonala-phase
was obtained under a similar tensile substrate constra6

Second, the proposed approach allows the prediction of
main shapes and spatial arrangement as well as their tem
ral evolution. Therefore, it is possible to study domain nuc
ation and growth as well as the domain wall motion under
applied field, i.e., domain switching.
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